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Ahstraet. The algorithm we present here generates finite-state automata for potentially unbounded 
examination of lookahead and stack in order to try to discriminate the conflicting actions of an 
LRO collection. Furthermore, this algorithm can be considered as an overall model to extend the 
current LR parser generators preserving (i): the valid prefix property and the traditional error 
recovery routines of the LR parser; (ii): the LALR(l) context on the LRO collection. The power 
of acceptance is a subset of Cohen-Cuiik’s LRR, with acceptation of non-LR(k) grammars, 
allowing a deterministic bottom-up parsing in linear time when this succeeds. 
The special feature of this method, compared to foregoing endeavours, consists in the use of 
the stack language’s0 that a good deal of LR(k) grammars not accessible by foregoing methods 
now becomes acceptable. In terms of practicability, the minimization techniques allow one to get 
very compact automata s illustrated on the output lists. The generation of complementary tables 
can be done independently of the parser generator, which makes the connection of this complemen . 
tary module to any LR parser generator quite easy. We also show some original results regarding 
LR automata. 
Introductiou 
The class of acceptance of the current parser generators is quite limited. For the 
most powerful ones among them, when using the deterministic bottom-up L 
parsing, the class of acceptance coincides mostly with LALR( 1) grammars, with 
sometimes powerful additionals as the disambiguating rules in Yacc. In case of 
failure, the manual transformation of the grammar to get an LALR(l) grammar 
presents the following disadvantages: 
- it is arduous; 
- it results often in an unintelligible semantic presentation; 
- it is dangerous as one may obtain the gram&mar of a superlanguage; 
I it is reserved for specialists. 
We may regret the refusal of L k) grammars, but we also deplor nonaccept- 
ance of LRR gram we will recall Cohen and Culi efinition: a 
CFC grammar is L if there is a regular partition 6 of T* such that 
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(k) is just a particular case for the regular partition 
= ~,a*}, where the Ui are words included in T*k (whose 
lengths are shorter than k) and the Wi are words whose lengths are equal to k The 
set of LRR languages trictly includes the set of deterministic languages and is 
strictly included in the set of nonambiguous languages. 
me problem for the implementation of more powerful parser generators i  
Wdl- own for the LR(k) case when k 3 1. Let us recall that the production of 
LR(k) automata through Knuth’s algorithm shows to be unrealistic because of the 
enormous number of states this entails. In fact, as quite rightly noticed by Pager, 
the duplication of LRO states that are generated by the algorithm gets out of 
proportion in comparison with the problems to be resolved. Note, however, that 
(a) the number of conflicts within the LRO automata that are not LALR(l) is 
generally very small compared to the number of states of the automaton; 
(b) the examination of the clashing surface which solves an LR( k) conflict mostly 
results in a very smali duplication of LRO collections in comparison with the one 
obtained by the Knuth’s algorithm. 
These statements end to show that Knuth’s algorithm is not suited for non- 
LALR( 1) grammars, and that the solution lies in the search for a local analysis of 
non-LkLR( 1) conflicts. From this point of view, the construction of reduced LR( 1) 
parsers by merging compatible states and the regeneration of conflicting areas are 
two important contributions of Pager. 
In order to use the strength of the LRR definition, the realistic previous endeavours 
(XLR [a], RLR Ill], LAR [lo]) used the LRO to build regular covers of the 
right-context languages associated with each conflicting action, but partly ignored 
the information which lies in the stack; they failed, for instance, as soon as the 
same right-context word is introduced by two separate prefixes on two different 
actions, leaving aside simple LR( 1) or LR(2) grammars. In [ 10, 111 it is suggested 
to use a bounded stack memory in order to refine the discrimination, but this proves 
to be 
_ ineffective behind the cycles, 
_ costly when implemented. 
For instance, the following trivial grammar 
. 
S+aTaIbTl+zUb(bUa, 
T+aTa(e, 
is neither XLR nor (h&R0 nor LAR( h) for any h. 
These statements lead us quite naturally to take into consideration all that can 
be done locally, and t resent analysing techniques that solve the latter problems 
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it can very likely become a powerful addition to the current parser generators, 
allowing the deterministic parse of L (k) and non-LR(k) grammars in a realistic 
way. The discriminating power of the algorithm allows a potentially unbounded 
examination of the right context as well as an arbitrary reading of the stack. Of 
course, the reading of the stack can always be replaced by a splitting phase of the 
LRO automaton. A schematic presentation of the extension is given in Figs. 1 and 
2. The details of the interconnection with Yacc are listed in Appendix F. 
parser generators. 
reduce n reduce 1 
Fig. 2. 
e chose to present the results that 
ns, leaving a more technica 
matrix evaluation of L 
independently of uth’s algorithm). 
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arxterization of LR(0) automata ..a c 
With some de nitions and notations, this first section and the third one will use 
two well-known facts, already mentioned in earlier literature [5, ‘If, 30, 31, 321: 
(1) An LiX( k) state is perfectly defined by its nucleus (‘kernel’ in [ 51); the Yacc 
implementation uses th:is characteristic; 
(2) Knuth’s algorithm is a subset construction. 
Apart from improved implementation features, the main interest of a characteriz- 
ation on the nuclei consists in being able to consider an LR(k) autorlnaton as a 
disjoint union of LRk( V)‘s where V is a grammatical variable, and to define 
production algorithms for these LRk( V)‘s independently of Knuth’s algorithm. 
These algorithms are further based on the fact that the LRk( V)‘s are the representa- 
tives of a partition on prefixes reaching the nuclei whose left-label is V in a rightmost 
derivation. 
At the end of this section we will give a production algorithm for LRO( V) used 
for the method presented in the second section. The advantage of this is that the 
production of complementary tables can work independently of the parser generator. 
1.1. 
The CFG grammars described in the present remarks are supposed to be reduced 
and not circular, i.e., each variable is accessible, it is productive at least of E (the 
empty string in T*), and none of the variables satisfjl V *+ V, which is a sufficient 
condition for ambiguity. Each CFG grammar of the form G = (N, T, P, S), where 
N stands for the set of nonterminals, T for the set of terminals, P for the set of 
productions and S for the axiom, is extended to a grammar G’= 
(N v {S’}, T ‘J {((, ))}, Pv {S’+ ((S))}, S’), where S’, “((” and “))” are new symbols 
not in N u T. “((” will be used as stack bottom and “))” for the end of input. From 
now on, N u T will designate the new set of variables, and P the new set of 
production rules. 
T*k designates the set of words of T* whose length Is less or equal to k. E is the 
empty string in T*. ’ Firstk has its usual signification with Firstk(e) = {E}. + k is the 
concatenation limited to k characters. P(E) stands for the powerset of E. T(L) 
stands for the transpose of the language L. u and n respectively stand for unit,?: rt. 
and intersection over sets. 
Greek and Latin letters are used in the following way: All capital Latin litters 
belong to N, except for X which belongs to N u T, and small Latin letters denote 
elements of T*. The distinction between terminals and strings of terminals should 
be evident from the context. Greek letters denote elements of (N u T)*. Unfortu- 
nately, the limitations of our text-editing machine forced us to refrain from some 
traditions and we will use p and p extensively, sometimes with indices. 
’ In figures and appendices, the empty word E is also denoted by g. 
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The following grammar denoted GO: 
S’ + ((S)), S+S+TIT, 
T+T* FIF, F-+(S)Ia 
will be used to illustrate this section. 
1.2. 
Within the set of dotted rules, called items of degree 0 in the literature and denoted 
RDO = { W + p.p 1 W + pp E P), we distinguish 
* nucZeus rules W-, p.#I where p # E, 
- closure rules W + $. 
RN0 designates the set of nucleus rules. 
A dotted rule W+ p.Xp will be considered strong if X E IV, and weak otherwise. 
A collection of nuclei which contains at least one strong nucleus is called a production 
cm ter. 
The left label of a nucleus rule W + pX$ is X. 
To each variable X E IV u T, the set of nuclei whose left label is X will be 
associated. This set is denoted RN(X). For instance, for GO we have 
RN(T)={T+T.*F,S+T.,S+S+T.}. 
The relation RO on N x IV is defined by 
WROV iff W+V~EZ? 
With RO* and RO+ we mean the usual closures. That is, for GO we get the following 
diagram: 
!?+%F 
1.3. 
M/e denote by d-Cl( Q, V, q0, {qfi}) the DFA that is derived from the 
NDFA( Q, V, d’, q0, (qfi}) where, for a E V, 
qjE d’(qi, a) iff qje d(qi, a), 
qj E d ‘( qi, E) iff qi Cl qj. 
Here, q0 stands for the initial state, qfi are the final states and the DFA is obtained 
by the classical algorithm (subset construction): 
initial collection: unmarked closure( q0) 
while there is an unmarked collection 
mark Ci 
r each X belonging to V 
lculate Cj = closure( d ( Ci, X)) 
e 
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Here, closure(qu) = { qu 1 qu Cl* qu}. The final collections arc tlz collections which 
contain at least one qfi. 
When the NDFA is e-free (no Cl), we note d#Q, V, q0, {qfi}). 
1.4. 
In this paper we will call the following automaton a Knuth-L k(G) automaton: 
ds-RclCITEMSk K (S’+ KS)), {cl), (S’+ ((S))., #)I, 
where ITEMSk = {( W + ~./3, u)} with u E T* k and W + ~$3 E RDO; 
( w-, #Lzi9, u) Kc1 (2 + .cy, u) 2 e N and VE Firstk@u); 
Further, ds[ ( W + p.Xp, u), X] = ( W + pX.p, u). (For k = 0 take away the second 
component.) For k = 0, a characterization f the nuclei can easily be deduced from 
this definition, as shown in the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.1. (a) Knuth-LRO(G) is ident@ed with 
do-0(RNO, Nu T, (S’+ ((S))), (S’-+ ((S)).)) 
where d0 is the union of two functions ds0 and dg0 
w 
0 i 
( ) ii 
dsO[( W-, p.X@), X] = ( W-, /&X./3), 
dgO[(W+~.Y~),X1]={(Z+Xl.~)~YRO*Z}. 
For any collection Ci of do-O(RN0, N v T, (S’+ ((.S))), (S’+ ((S)).)), we have 
dsO( Ci, X) n dgO( Ci, X) = $3; 
left-label(Ci) is perj+ctZy determined as the common value of the Zeft-label of 
all the nuclei of dsO( Ci, X) and dgO( Ci, X). 
Before we give a quick proof of these two propositions, an example will illustrate 
the transition mechanism: For GO the following scheme will demonstrate he RO 
relation: 
csr3 
S+T+F 
dO[(S + KS))), Tl = dsOW + KS))), Tl v dgO[(S +KS))), Tl 
Su{(S+ T.),(T+ T.*F)} 
go we looked for all productions beginning with T and whose left-nonterminal 
e interest of decomposing d0 into ds0 and dg0 will become 
n 3. Imaginatively, ds0 ‘shifts the 
. a: ( ) e suppress the superfluous transitions in the Knuth 
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closure to define a new closure on the nuclei onto closure rules. 
Clo( ( w + /L.XP) = 
0 ifXE T, 
RO* Z} otherwise. 
It is easy to verify that Clo( Ci) = Knuth-Closure( Ci) for all collections of nuclei. 
ds0 is the traditional Knuth transition function restricted to 
By the well-known technique for obtaining an E-free automaton, we get from 
NDFA[RPO, v, dsOu Clo, (S’+ ((.S))), (S’+ ((S)).)] 
the automaton 
NDFA[RNO, x do, (S’+ ((.S))), (S’+ ((S)).)] 
and, finally, the DFA do-fl[. . .]. 
(b) (i): An immediate consequence of the definition of ds0 and dg0 which entails 
that a rule shifted by ds0 has a dot positioned at %ast on position 2 whereas rules 
generated by dgO have their dot on position 1. 
(b) (ii): Also an immediate consequence oi the definition of transition func- 
tions. Cl 
1.5. 
For n nonempty sets Ai we call viable intersections or viable minterms, the 
partition’s elements for the equivalence on U Ai 
a=b iff [Wi~[l,n](a~AiWb~Ai)]. 
If we associate, with each nonempty subset P of { 1, . . . , n}, I = { 1”1, . . . , ik}, called 
indicator, the set defined as follows: R(1) = n A’i where 
Ai 
A’i= 
ift’E{jl,...,%;, 
UAj-Ai otherwise(jE[l,n]), 
then we immediately get that C is a ‘viable intersection’ ifI 3P/ C = R(P) # 0. The 
indicators I for which’ R(I) # 0 will be called viable indicators. 
This yields a useful lemma which we will need further on. 
mma 1.2. On d-0( Q, V, 40, { qfj}) there will be as many collections as ‘viable intersec- 
tions’ on U KqOqi, where {qi} designates the set of accessible states from q0 on the 
underlying NDFA and KqOqi = {w E *l(qo, w) I=* (qi, E)}. 
If Cj={qil,..., qik} is a collection on the D , we get, by an immediate 
induction, 
(CO, w) /==’ (Cj, E) iff (40, w) I=’ (qil, E) 
MCOCj = {w E V* 1 w E KqOqiu and we KgOqv), 
where ill E {il,. . . , ik} and vItl{il,. . . , ik}; or COCj = n K’qOqi where 
K’qoqi = 
if i E {il, . . . , ik}, 
KqOqj - KqOqi otherwise. 
At last, the KCOCj are pairwise lZisjoint a COCj = U KqOqi. 
We conclude that the KCOCi are the ‘viable intersections’ on U KqOqi and the 
Ci are in bijection with them. 7&e Ci can be seen as the viable indicators on 
UKqOqi Cl 
1.6. 
For each nucleus rule ni : W+ pX./3 we d&note by Kni the regular set of all 
prefixes reaching ni in a rightmost derivation: 
We note by #N(X) the set U Kni where ni E RN(X). On the set RN’0 of nuclei 
augmented with a new rule S’+ @., we define the function dr0 by 
drO[(W++XP),X]= 
ifp fe, 
{(Z+@.A/3l)IA RO* W} otherwise 
for all nuclei of the augmented grammar except S’+ ((.S)), for which dr0 is defined 
drO[(S’+ ((.S))), ((1 = (S’+ @.) (the new dotted rule), 
drO[(S’+ a.), X] = 0. 
We obtain the transpose of K( W-, p.@) on the DFA 
drO-O(RN’0, NV T, (W+/@), (S+@.)) 
+ p-p)) = drO-0( 
For instance, for GO, the transpose of K (S + S. + T) is shown in Fig. 3. 
ote all the states of the LRO whose left-label is V by LRO( V), then, 
uce the next lemma. 
ijection wit ems ofthe equivalence so 
p1=&2 iff [ iE[l, n](p+lc ni t--j p2~ Kni)]. _ 
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Fig. 3. 
Here, the ni are elements of RN( V) and n = Card(RN( V)). 
LRO( V) are determined by the indicators of the ‘viable intersections’ on KN( V). 
This lemma is the justification of the AutOpref( V) automaton described at the 
end of this section, which generates LRO( V). 
Proof of Lemma 1.3. As KN( V) # KN( V’) if V # V’, we deduce the lemma from 
Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 and from the viable-prefix property. (The nuclei ni stand for 
the qi, and Kni for (( KqOgi in Lemma 1.2.) Cl 
1.8. 
The actions of a nucleus W+ p.Xf3 are 
shift a ifX=a,or(XElVand O* Yand Y+aplEP); 
reduce(Z + E) ifXRO*Zand(Z+&)EP; 
reduce( q4) ifXP=E. 
The actions of a cc llection of nuclei are the actions of its nuclei. 
A collection of nuclei is called ina uate if the type is shift-reduce or re 
for at least two reduces, and it is call 
lgorithm 1: determination of L 
9.1. al description 
Lemma 1.3 naturally yields a definition of an algorithm for determining the ‘via 
intersections’ on KN( V). ere we use the dr0 function defined in Section 1.6, as 
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well as the well-known technique of 4eterministically merging 
example will illustrate this: For GO, 
RN(S)=((S’+((S.))), (S+S+ T), (F+(S.))), 
and we get the initial collection with three couples 
S’ + W) 91 
S+S.+T ,2 
F-+(S.) ,3 
We mark all the nuclei with an index. Now, if we make the subset construction 
simultaneously for the three rules by use of drO we get the result in Fig. 4. We stop 
as soon as the collection has a unique set of indices for each rule in it. (Then we 
say that the collection is equidistributed.) In fact we can even stop as soon as a 
transition [Torn a collection concerns a unique set of indices for each rule sharing 
the transition. It was done this way in Fig. 4. For one equidistributed collection 
Fig. 4. 
we call the se? of indices concerned indicator. Further, we define INDICATQR as 
a mapping which associates, with the initial collection of nuclei, all collections 
represented by the indicators. We anticipate the proof of our algorithm and say that 
LRO(S) is the set of indicators [INDICATOR( RN( S))]. LRO( S) = { 1,2}, {3,2} or 
collection no. I collection no. 2 
S’ + WJ) S+S.+T 
S+S.+T F + (S.) 
The same work on LRO( T) results in Fig. 5 and the collections 
collection no. 3 collection no. 4 
s+s+T. S-, T.*F 
T+ T.*F S+T. 
Fig. 5. 
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(F) we tind the result in Fig. 6 and the collections 
collection no. 5 collection no. 6 
Fig. 6. 
Here ends the determination of LRO( GO) as we have just one element for the 
other RN( Vi) which constitutes on its own the unique state of LRO( Vi). 
LRO(+):S +S+.T co1 7 
LRO(*) : T + T”. F co1 8 
LRO(() : F + (.S) co1 9 
LRO( )) : F + (S). co1 10 
LRO(a) : F + a. co1 11 
LRO((() : S’+ ((S)) co1 12 
LRO())) : S’ + ((S)). co1 13. 
This construction will, of course, apply to any set of initial nucleus rules, and we 
will now elucidate this statement by an algorithm. 
1.92. Algorithm 1 
n nuclei numbered from 1 t 
output: a partition of prefixes reaching t&e y a rightmost derivation 
Cartesian product--RN’0 x 
): a list cokcting the indicators 
Initial collection 
((~1, 1) . . . Qpn, n)} = CO unmarked 
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empty list L 
while there is an unmarked collection Ci 
mark it 
for each XENU T 
calculate Cj = drO( Ci, X) 
if Cj is equidistributed 
Cj is final and marked 
if fndicator( Cj) E-Z L 
L = L u indicator( Cj) 
endif 
endif 
eikdfor 
L (for LRO( V)) 
We call this automaton AutOpref-restricted(G), where Ci is the collection of 
examined nuclei. 
If we restrict the definition of equidistributed collections to collections of the 
form S’4@., {il, . . . , ik), we get AutOpref( Ci). 
1.93. Froof of Algorithm I 
LRO( V) = INDICATOR(AutOpref-restricted( RN( V))) 
= INDIGATOR(AutOpref( RN( V))). 
f, For AutOpref, with respect to the indicator I = { il, . . . , ik}, we have one 
single final state: Cfl : S ‘+ @.,I. From Section 1.7 and from the deterministic merge 
of n automata, we find T(KCQCfl) = n K’ni with 
.t l I Kni K *‘= U Knj-&hi foriE(il,...,ik), for ie{il,. . . , ik}. 
ence, I is the indicator of a ‘viable intersection’ on KN( V) and, from Lemma 1.3 
it is positively an element of LRO( V). 
For all final collections Cfl, we have that U T(KCOCfl) = KN( V). 
At last, from our conditions on the grammars and from the technique used, it is 
epsily seen that. an equidistributed collection of AutOpref-restricted, whose indicator 
is I, is coaccessible of a unique S’ + @.,I. Consequently, the indicators of AutOpref 
and of AutOpref-restricted coincide. Cl 
or Algorithm 2, for an indicator I we extract, out of 
)), a nondeterministic subautomaton in the following way: If Si 
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denotes an article of AutOpref( RN( V)), then keep on the automaton all Si’s coaccess- 
ible of S’ + @,I, and make some obvious minimization. After renumbering, dpref is 
the transition function defined on this new set: Sj E dpref( Si) iff Sj is a successor 
Qpref for some v. The transition component is obvious (left-label of si). 
thus allowing independence in the production of com- 
plementary tab&s from the parser generation. 
Of course, with this bottom-up concept, we can very easily deduce an obvious 
strategy to simultaneously build the LRO automaton and collect the LALR( I) context. 
2.1. Informal description of Algorithm 2 
The algoril.hm will examine the n conflicting actions of an indequate L 
By simulating all the rightmost derivations that can reach them, it produces a 
finite-state automaton for the right context. Should this automaton prove insufficient 
to discriminate the confficting actions, a ‘Reverse’ function constructed upon the 
articles provides the possibility of building, for each impure collection, an automaton 
on the stack alphabet in order to try to dis :riminate the remaining conflicting actions 
by a bottom-up reading of the stack. 
It would, of course, always be possible to reach a final ‘pure-look’ solution via 
a splitting phase of the LRO automaton. The construction of regular covers for the 
right context of the actions uses a nonterminal cover (to be chosen by the user-in 
Section 2.8 we will offer two solutions) on which we impose First1 (RCover(l)) = 
FirstI( I) in order to converse the valid prefix property and to obtain the LALR( 1) 
context on the initial collection. 
Finally, the method is also characterized by its minimization techniques which 
enable us to drastically reduce the size of the automata produced, as will be explained 
further on. 
To illustrate our subject, we will give three examples of output lists for three 
grammars using verbose option 1: 
(1) The first output list on a shart grammar reflects the power of the algorithm 
compared with earlier attempts that have been limited to looks, and gives an example 
of recognition of non-L&(k) grammars. 
(2) The second one illustrates the resolution of LR(k) conflicts for k 2 1 for the 
LR(2) part ef the ‘natural’ Yacc grammar. 
(3) The third example will show the power of the minimization techniques. 
Then, we continue with illustrating the description of the algorithm with verbose 
option 2: 
(4) The look collections of the Yacc example with the internal Reverse function 
will be examined. 
(5) The collections of a stack automaton from the first exskmple will be shown. 
Other examples can be found in Appendix E. 
Example (1) 
or the language 
{aa”ba’“&, ba”ba’“a, aanbana, ba”ba”b}, 
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which is nondeterministic (non-LR(k)) and has as one of its grammars 
(0) S’+ W)) (5) T+ aTaa 
(1) S+an, (6) T+b 
(2) S+bTa (7) U+aUa 
(3) S+aUa (8) u-,b, 
the LRO state 
U+b. T+b. 
is neither LR(k) nor XLR nor R(h)LRO nor LAR(h). During a first phase, the 
algorithm produces a four-state look automaton, reduced to three states by the 
minimizer; then, for the two impure collections, two one-state stack automata re 
LRO variable b no: 003 
T+b_ 
W->b_ 
shift 
x-educe 68 
006: ab 
008: ab 
red6 0 
P 
: 41 
Collections : 4 
spaceused : 
mm No ION AOOl) 
Articles : 4 
Collections : 1 
Spaceused: 12 bytes 
PURE STACX 
ST- so1 ( 
Articl 
fX%LECTICH AOOZ) 
4 
Collections : 1 
on x ** 
** 
S TU<ab> 
< > 
Look 
2 Sl 
3 Al SO 
2 Sl Al 
Al A0 
SIC01 A0 Al 
Fig. 7. 
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built up in order to discriminate the actions. 
verbose option no. 1 in Fig. 7. It can be easily notice 
on 5 bytes and the sta 
situation summarized by 
t right-context articles are 
Example (2) 
One of the nice features of Yacc is that the grammar describing it in the most 
1wayisnotaL rt of the 
ems is the following: 
Gxmmar &es: 
(0) S’+ ((SPEC)) (8) RBODY + RBODY id 
(1) SPEC + RULES TAIL (9) RBODY -+ RBO 
(2) TAIL-, mark (10) RBODY + 
(3) TAIL+ (11) ACT+{) 
(4) RULES + id : RBODY PREC (12) PREC + prec id 
(5) RULES + RULES RULE (13) PREC + prec i
(6) RULE + id : RBODY PREC (14) PREC + prec; 
(7) RULE+ # RBODY PREC (15) PREC+ 
Our algorithm gives a direct solution by means of a two-state :;#3k automaton for 
the three conflicting LRO states. As these solutions are similar fcr the three states, 
we extract he resolution of one state in Fig. 8. 
LRO variable RB0DY no: 000 
RULE->#RBuDY_PFm 
RB0DY -> RJXJDY id 
RBCBY+RBoDY~AC3 
shift prec id ( 
reduce 15 
INADEQUATE 
slr look reduce 015: mark id # >> 
ACI'IONS CQDE 
shift 0 
red 15 1 
N0T LAW11 
Articles : 29 
Collections : 2 
spaceCx?d : 145 bees 
MINIMIZATICBJ type2 
** Ax stands for action x ** 
** Refer to es 
{;*p; 
a d r 
k' 
e 
C 
Look 
01 Al 2 Al 
02 A0 A0 Al A0 
Fig. 8. 
> 
> 
Al 
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Example (3) 
Resuming Cohen-Culik’s example on the grammar given in Appendix 
solution concerning one non-LR(k) conflict is given in Fig. 9. In this bad case one 
can easily notice how essential the minimization techniques (explained in Section 
2.9) are. An automaton consisting of 125 collections and needing 13K is transformed 
into one of the two collections appropriate to solve the problem. 
ANALYSIS Em vm ID 
LRO variable ID no: 003 
F -> ID 
SG -> ID-_ 
ID -> ID L 
shift a-b 
reduce 17 26 
I 
slrlookreduce017: ;=then+-*)>> 
slr look reduce 026: ; eq then + - * ) >> 
ACTINS 0ODE 
red 17 0 
red 26 1 
shift 2 
Ncn‘ M(l) 
Articles : 2710 
Collections : 125 
: 13550 bytes 
PuREImK 
MINIMIZATION WOK Am’NXU type 
** Ax stands for action x ** 
** Refer to the codes ** 
. ; 9 = eitg 
q f h o 
et 
n 0 
tik 
Lxx)01 A0 Al 
WC02 A0 Al 
2 
+-*()abOl> 
> 
2 2 2 2A2A2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2.2 
Fig. 9. 
Example (4) 
Verbose option no. 2 gives us (in Fig. IO) a human-readable description of the 
collections in Example (2) as well as the internal Reverse so that the closure 
mechanism within a collection can be understood. The meaning of the fields will 
be given in the next subsection. 
ample (5) 
escription of a stack automaton from the first example is given in Fig. 11. 
exis 
dOW. 
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lax cXXLExXIoN No: A000 
no context or z :par 
00 s' -> << SPM= _ >> 
01 SPM3 -> RmzS TAIL 
02 SPBC -> EulLEi TAIL 
03 RULES -> RULES l?KE 
04 RULES ->' mmz E&L 
05 RULE -> # FmDY Pm-_ 
06 RBODY -> RB0DY _ id 
07ACT-> _( ) 
08 PREC -> prec i9 
09 PREE -> 1 prec id AC!I' 
10 PRM: -> _ prec ; 
11 PRm -> _ 
12 - RULES 
13 - RBODY 
14 * # 
shift { prec 
red15 mark # >> 
TRANSITIONS: 
id --> 1 
Lxx3K o(=TION NO: A001 
no context or m var 
00 s' -> c< SPEC _ >> 
01 SPEC -> RULW -TAIL 
02 SPEK: -> RULES TAIL _ 
03RuLB-HwLm_RuLE 
04 RULE -> RULES _RuLE 
05RuLES+RuLES_RuLE_ 
06 RULE -> # RB0DY _ PREC 
07RuLJz->#RBoDYPRJE_ 
08 REQDY -> RB0DY id 
09 RBODY -> RWDY id 
10 RWDY -> RBODY _A% 
11 - IuTLE;s 
12 - RBODY 
13 - # 
shift mark id # { prec )> 
red15 : 
TRANSITIONS: 
FINAL 
dir 
dir 
dir 
dir 
dir 
dir 
dir 
dir 
dir 
dir 
dir 
dir 
read 
dir 
dir 
dir 
dir 
id 
dir 
dir 
dir 
dir 
dir 
dir 
tv f pref ac 
lS5 1 
OS5 1 
OS5 1 
OS5 1 
lS4 1 
1so 1 
.lSl 0 
OS2 0 
OS0 0 
OS0 0 
OS0 0 
OS0 1 
OS4 1 
osn 1 
OS3 1 
tv f pref ac 
lS5 0 
OS5 0 
OS5 0 
OS5 0 
TOS5 1 
lS4 0 
lS3 0 
1s3 0 
OS3 0 
1Sl 0 
OS3 0 
OS4 0 
OS1 0 
OS3 0 
where the component Si is given in the table 
si VALUE dpref 
SO EWLE -> # FB0DY _ PRMI s3 
Sl RB0DY -> REODY _ id s3 
S2 RBODY -> RWDY ACT s3 
s3 RULE -> 8 ru30EY PRE!c s4 
s4 RULES -> RCLES _RuLE s5 
s5 s' -> << _ SPEE >> S6 
S6 S' -: 
Fig. 10. 
2.2.1. Context 
internal Reverse 
2, 
'2, 
1, 
12, 
14, 
11, 
4, 
5, 
13, 
internal Reverse 
2, 
11, 
1, 
11, 
13, 
12, 
6, 
12, 
12, 
5, 
9, 
7, 
e have the following fi 
onen t-prefix, no 
Section 2.1 where the component Si has been translated. 
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STAfX AUTUMAS No SO0 ( CXUEXZION AOOl) 
STACKooLLE)cTIoNIKkBOOO 
no A . . . . . . action 
000 AOOl,OO 0 
001 AOOl,ll 0 
2 AOOl,Ol 1 
003 AOO1,09 1 
red 6 b 
red8a 
TRANSITICNS: 
FINAL 
Articles : 4 
Collections : 1 
Spaceused : 12 bytes 
Fig. il. 
Cl c2 c3 c4 c5 
RULES + RULES RULE, dir 1 RULES -, RULES-RULE 1 
SPEC + RULES TAIL, dir 0 S’+ ((-SPEC)) 0 
RULES+ RULES-RULE id T 0 S’+ ((-SPEC)) 1 
Component-context is a dotted rule produced automatically by the algorithm. 
Type-reading is either dir (direct) or a state q of the examined cover. (Our cover 
is read on two fields, ‘read’ and ‘tv’. It will be explained further on.) 
Flag-objective is a bit, “on” while reading the context of the prefix component 
and “off” otherwise. 
Component-preJix (stack memory) is obtained through an external function 
deduced from the O-prefix automaton that was used to determine the LM( V) 
collections (cf. AutOpref( RN( V)) from Sgction 1), or by remounting the LRO on 
the nuclei. The dot is to trace the viable prefixes. We could content ourselves with 
dr0 but then the covers would be broader and the discrimination prefix less precise. 
From now on, we will call this function dpref and denote by Si the component 
prefixes. The transition component is left aside because it is self-evident (left-label 
of Si). (Fig. 10 presents one table of Si’s with transitions related to example (4).) 
The field labelled ac is a code for the action concerned. 
A context article is then implemented in S or 7 bytes, depending on the size of 
the accepted grammars and the skills of the programming staff. 
For a more convenient description of the algorithm (given in Appendix A), we 
will distinguish several types of context articles. The context component is said to 
be dead if the dot is at the extreme right and the reading mode is “dir”, e.g., 
LES+ ULE, dir 1 RULES-, RULES-RULE 1 
e article is called co leteZy dead if the context component is dead and the flag 
is set at Ii e*g., 
_ dir 1 ES + RULES-RULE 1 
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and half dead if the context component is dead and the flag is set at zero, e.g., 
SPEC-, RULES TAIL, dir 0 S’+((_SPEC)) 0 
The article is said to be alive otherwise; e.g., 
RULES+ RULES-RULE id T 0 S’+ ((_SPEC)) 1 
These three possibilities define the type-context of a context article. 
2.2.2. Prefi 
These articles can be found at the end of the list in Fig. 10 and are distinguished 
by o on their first component. For the objects, the three first components are irrelevant; 
the fourth is a component prefix Si, and the fifth is the number of the action; e.g., 
the excerpt of example (4) of Section 2.1 translating Si: 
1, # 0 rule-, # _RBODY PREC 1 
When implementing our method we use the second component, here #, to store . 
+La -+-fit .9wBrrn:+:rrrrn +L-* A-1.~ *-P 6fi*mfimicwsl Dnmrnren fa*n&;nn ia nanA& tn u1s, scawk uauoiuviiD S(i biiab u~r:; .22% kS1.*‘-.~‘llEwUl L\W ‘I ‘CI’Uk 1 UI&VCI”.I 10 .s”“UY-A iii _--__ 
build the stack automata. As for the context articles, we will distinguish two types: 
if the component prefix has the form IV-+ X./3, we will say that the article is unstable, 
e-g.9 
- # 0 RULE-, # _RBODYPREC 1 
Otherwise we call it stable, e.g., 
“RBODY 0 RULE-, # RBODY,PREC 1 
These two possibilities define the type-prefix of a prefix article. 
2.3. Production of the right-context automaton 
This automaton is the DFA we get through 
dt-(Clc u Clp)[Ai, r {initials}] 
where the mono-action transitions are directed on the final states representing the 
actions, as illustrated in the preceding examples. For impure collections see Section 
2.5. For the definition of the initials see Section 2.4. For an algorithmic description 
of Clc u Clp see Appendix A. 
dt is a transition function on the Ai’s, and Clc and *Clp are two closure functions 
as will be explained below. Furthermore, during this subset construction, two 
functions, crc and drp, are constructed as follows: 
for some Q E T) or ( 
refix- 
co onent of Ai (type- 
pens on one of the available 
components of the prefix articles and then crc and drp are implemented as bei 
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one and only one e-function Reverse. On the preceding outputs, internal 
is given for each collection context. 
A formal description of the way Clc, Clp and dt work on the fivefolds will be 
presented below. When the value of a component is irrelevant this will be marked 
by a full stop. 
2.3.1. Clc 
Clc works in the four following cases: 
(a) (A+ +I#, dir, l , ., .j Clc (A-, pI$, dir, ., ., .j if I $ E; 
W (Z + p.@, dir, ., ., J Clc (Z + p.I/3, qt, ., .j, 
where qt is the initial collection of the regular cover of I; 
(c) (Z+ +&, q:, ., l , .j Clc (2 + pI.p, dir, ., ., .j, 
where 
(4 
q: is a final state of 
(prefix-free ascent) 
reg&ia cover 
(T+something., dir, 0, W+Tp, .j Ck (W_*BT.p, dir, 1, W+p.Tp, .) 
and, for all Y + Z&l/ T lXO* Y, 
(Z + something., dir, 0, W + PO Tp, .j Clc ( Y + Z.p 1, dir, 0, W + p. Tp, .j. 
These two cases are not exclusive. 
2.3.2. Clp 
Thz point here is to go from an entirely read prefix-free ascent o all the possible 
following ones while storing the stack transition on the second component. The 
result will be a succession of prefix articles which we will mark with a u on the first 
component. is mechanism can be divided into two phases: 
Phase 1: 
(W-,X1--XnT&dir,l, W-*X1--Xn.Tp,.)Clp(“,Xn,O, W-,X1--Xn.Tp,.) 
(-, Xn, 0, W+ Xl--Xn.Tp, .j Clp (“, Xn - ls 0, W-a Xl--.XnTp, .j 
etcetera. 
ase 2: en the dot is in position 1, it will be the position where the LRO 
automaton through do-1 or our prefix automaton through dpref is used to select, 
x-free ascents, the ones that are permitted. For all Wl+ 
2 -- ) 9 
dir, 1, W1+ pl.Tlpl, .j; 
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(b) for all 2 + 1 T1 Iwo* 2, 
(I, Xl, 0, W+ X1.X2--XnTp, .) Clp (Z+ Wa, dir, 0, 
These two cases are 
2.3.3. dt 
The terminals are 
not exclusive again. 
read in a natural way: 
(a) dt[(Z-*pl.apl, dir, ., .) .), a] = (Z+~la.Pl, dir, ., ., .) 
and, for the progress on the cover of the nonterminals, 
(b) for all qj a-successors of q3 on the regular cover of I, 
In Appendix A we will show the algorithm unifying Clc and Clp. 
2.4. The initial articles 
For c:ach nucle us of the LRO collection, its actions will now be detailed and initial 
articles are created through the following procedure. 
Procedure 
for each nucleus ni W+ p.Xp of the collection{ 
swftch( Xp)( 
caseXp=E: 
create( W + cc., dir, 1, ni3 reduce( W + p)); 
break; 
case X terminal: 
create( W + p.Xp, dir, 1, ni, shift); 
break; 
default: 
for each Z/X R0* Z 
if(Z++P 
create@ + E., dir, 0, ni, reduce(2 + E.)); 
f~reachZ+a&P 
create( 2 + .a8, dir, 0, ni, shift)) 
e 
1 e 
actions are, of course, coded 
of ction 2.1 the two nuclei are of 
+ b-3 + b-, 0 
U+b-,dir, 1, U+b_, 1 
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In the second example in Section 2.1 
RULE+ # RBODKPREC 
produces shift actions 
OS PREC + _prec Zd dir es0 2 
OF PREC + _prec id ACT dir OS0 0 
10 PREC + _prec; dir OS0 0 
and a reduce action (PREC + E.) 
11 PREC+ _ dir OS0 1 
RBODY + RBODY_id produces a shift action 
06 RBODY + RBODY_id dir 1Sl 0 
and RBODY + RBODY,ACT produces a shift action 
07 ACT-+ _{ ) dir OS2 0 
2.5. Impure collections 
A collection is impure if it contains at least two articles: 
S’+ ((S.)), dir, 1, S’+ ((.S)), action i 
S’+ ((S.)), dir, 1, %“-+ ((.S)), actionj 
where i #j. These articles are called jinal. 
2.6. Production of a stack automaton on impure collections 
2.6. I. Objects 
Denoted Bi, objects are pairs (i, action code) where i designates the number of 
an article Ai and the action code is the one of Ai. Once implemented they will take 
a maximum of three bytes. 
2.6.2. Algorithm 
With all final articles Aik of the impure collection L_?fi, a set of pairs is associated 
(ik, action code of Aik). The set consisting of these couples is denoted 
omaton is drp-crc( EF(Cfi)), where the mono- 
ting the actions as illustrated 
pure collections see Subsection 2.6.3. 
In practice, the algorithm is even easier and is consiructed from Reverse by use 
of two functions ‘stack-closure’ and *stack-successor’, given in Appendix B. 
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2.63. Impure collections of stack automata 
A collection is impure if it contains two articles 
Ai, act 1, Aj, act m, 
where Ai and Aj are two initial articles of the look automaton and ! + ,v. If there 
is one impure state on one stack automaton, then the grammar is rejected (example 
in Appendix E). 
2.7. Power of acceptance 
The recognition power, depending of course on the cover used for the nonter- 
r:inals, is a subset of Cohen-Culik’s LRR with recognition of some LK(k) (k 3 1) 
grammars, as well as the recognition of some non-LR( k) grammars (cf. the proof 
in Section 2.10). 
2.8. How to choose the regular cover for nonterminals? 
TLC ans’wer to the above question is not at all that evident and the choice has to 
be made according to one compulsory and two contradictory principles. 
(1) Above all, it seems absolutely necessary to conserve the valid-prefix property, 
i.e., only to take a shift decision for a valid prefix as to conserve the error-recovery 
routines of LR parsers. This is necessarily ensured if the context on the initial 
collection is the LALR(l) context. ‘To obtain this, we only need to impose: 
Firstl(RCover(1)) = FirstI(1). 
The closure functions Clc and Clp definitely assure that the unicolumn transition 
matrix for the n actions on the initial context collection coincides with U C’l (p) 
for any p reaching the LRG collection (cf. Section 3). 
(2) The number of possible states within a cover has to be sufficiently small to 
allow for an economical implementation. Computing the above has to be as simple 
as possible. 
(3) The cover should be tight enough to allow, if possible, for a discrimination 
of the actions through the first or the second part of the algorithm. Further, a 
mono-action output, as fast as possible, on the look automaton avoids any useless 
multiplication of the collections. 
It can be easily understood that conditions (2) and (3) are not really satisfactorily 
fulfilled by one cover. We will offer two methods-the first satisfying correctly (1) 
and (2) and reasonably (3), the second being excellent for (5) and (1) and rather 
wearisome for (2). 
2.8.1. Simple cover with types: SC(l) 
This is the one we use e set of states is t 
pairs (terminal, type) where 1, [}; i.e., an implementa- 
tion that works on three bits for the types and on at most one byte for the terminals. 
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(The flag-l bit, t he action code-4 bits, and the type-3 bits can be nicely 
implemented on 1 byte.) 
The meaning of the types is as follows: 
A for all occurrences of the variable, 
T in front of a terminal, 
N in front of a nontcrminal, 
] at the end of a production, 
[ not at the end of a production, but either in front of a terminal or a nonter,mina!. 
The type merger is as follows: 
(v, T and v, N) or (v, [ and v, T) or (v, [ and v, N) + V, [ 
(v, x and v, y) + v, A] 
if (xE{A,]} and yE{T, N,[}) or (x=A and y=]). 
les this information is found in the fields read and tv. 
By adapting the computing algorithm, “First” is given in five packs corresponding 
to the diiferent types after merge. When entering on the cover of 1, we put the 
articles on the pairs (3, type) defined by “First”. Finally, the procedure for computing 
successors is simply 
cover-succ( cover-closure( v, type, I)), 
where I designates the nonterminal concerned. cover-closure returns a list L of 
(w, type) where w is a nonterminal or a terminal, and cover-succ returns a list of 
(w, type) where w is a terminal. These functions are given in Appendix C. 
Finally, a pair (v, type) is final if I, A is added in the closure. Please note that 
the case I a* E is directly &ken into consideration by Clc. In spite of outward 
appearances, this cover is quite precise on a number of examples as shown in the 
examples of Appendix E and only sometimes they are coo coarse. The impkmenta- 
tion is simple and economical. 
2.8.2. Adapting Boullier’s or Schimpf-I3ermudez’s methods 
Quite schematically, this method consists in using the LIP0 automaton where the 
nonterminal transitions are suppressed and the reduce states linked to the NEYT’s 
with E-transitions, with some subtleties that can be found in [ 111. The adaptation 
requires 
- choosing from among the LRO collections one collection, denoted nl, having one 
+ p.Ij3 and a minimlam o uclei; 
ions, just the ones from 
uctions, rejecti ich are not accessible from n 
se states are centers, so a closure on the centers suffices). 
is cover has the advantage of being more precise than the previous ones, and 
the disadvantage of: 
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- requiring the use of the E automaton, which is not at a!! necessary/ for our 
module; 
- demanding a closure on the centers in order to avoid switching errors on the 
reductions; 
- and potentially using quite a number of states . . . . 
2.9. Minimization 
This method provides two types of minimization options. 
2.9.1. Option 1: look automata 
When adding to the look automaton the same number of states as there are actions 
and stack automata, for the first example in Section 2.1 one obtains schematically 
the situation of Fig. 12. 
First step: suppression of useless states on the look automaton. This means that 
all the states coaccessible of a single-stack state and none of the action states are 
to be suppressed. -All the transitions reaching these states are reoriented on the stack 
automaton state. Figure 12 then results in Fig. 13. Because of the technique of 
deterministically merging n automata, this problem does not occur with the actions. 
Fig. 12. 
Second step: merging states. The recognized prefix languages on actions and stack 
states can be enlarged provided that no common pr 
course nopw” ta ain 
identical. These conditions are met if two states ql and q2 are merged satisfying: 
(1) ql and q2 are neither initial states nor actions or stack states; 
(2) for any a E T, d(q1, a) = d(q2, a) or d(q1, a) =fl or d(q2, a) =8. 
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Fig. 13. 
It can be easily noted that the automaton remains deterministic and recognizes 
superlanguages after this operation. The difficulty of implementing a fast and 
economical procedure, a difficulty often encountered by automaticians when search- 
ing a minimal cover for an incompletely specified sequential network, leads us to 
consider that the merge is still the least negative of all solutions. 
Third step: identification of the dead state with a noninitial and nonfinal state. 
Take the most visited state. 
Fourth step: classical minimization. This technique provides excellent results as 
illustrated in example (3) of Section 2.1 where 125 collections of the look automaton 
were obtained, and merely two after minimization. 
2.9.2. Option I: stack automata 
For the stack automata we proceed in an analogous way (steps (2), (3) and (4)). 
Moreover, the number of tables could still be reduced by identifying some tables 
inbetween the stack automata. 
A disadvantage of this method could be the introduction of cycles where 
they did not exist initially, which leads us to define a second type of minimization 
(Option 2). 
2. tion 2 
s method consists in the first and fourth step above cm all produced automata. 
2.10. SU aPy of Proof 
e call one word of ((KCOCj, where CO is the initial collection of the LW, a 
viable prgfix on a collection Cj of the LRO. 
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. 
A specific amon on a nude-us n : Y+ &S can be considered as a dimple of dotted 
rules ( , Y + @), where 
(a) (direct actions) if 1: p E T (direct shift), the first component is Y + p.& and 
if B = E (reduce), the first component is Y + cc; 
(b) (indirect actions) if 1: /3 = WE AI, W RO* 2 and 2 + E E P (reduce-e), then 
the first component is Z + E; if W RO* Z and Z + ap 1 E (indirect shift), the first 
component is 2 + .ap 1. From now on we will call an action on a nucleus n a specijic 
action on a nucleus n. 
A cover of nonterminals is a substitution mapping ‘hr’ defined as 
hr(a) = a ifac T, 
hr(I) = Rcover( I) if I E IV, 
where Rcover( I) is a regular set and a superset of L(1). 
In a rightmost deriv.ztion we will distinguish reaching an action on the left part, 
the frontier and the right part (see Figs. I4 and 15). If we modifv the right-hand 
parts of the viable rightmost derivations reaching an action noted act i of a nucleus 
noted n in an LRO collection Cj by suppressing all the derivations trees, keeping 
the nonterminal roots, then we get a regular set on N u T, noted R(acti, n, C”). The 
right-context language of (act i, n, Cj), noted RC(acti, n, Cj), is obtained by the 
substitution ‘hl’ on R (act i, n, Cj): 
RC(acti, n, Cj) = hl(R(acti, n, Cj)) 
where hl( a) = a and hl( I) = L(I). Hence, the substitution on R(acti, n, Cj) by ‘hr’, 
hr( R(acti, n, Cj)), is a regular cover of RC(acti, n, Cj). The viability of the rightmost 
derivation is assured if the left part is a viable prefix of LRCI collection Cj. Further- 
more, bottom-up, the derivation can be seen as a product of prefix-free ascent with 
left-spelling as illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15, where the right-hand part is supposed 
to be modified as above. 
The pfa’s (short for prefix-free ascent) are of one of the three types shown in Fig. 
15: for each of them we distinguish the left-hand part, the frontier, the modified 
right-hand part, the left-spelling, the right-hand word, the base and the objective. 
Type 2 and type 3 are only used to get started. 
Furthermore, one pfa belongs to a set of pfa’s which have the same base and the 
same objective, denoted PFA(base, objective). For the above modified derivation, 
we have 
PFAi: PFA( Yi+ 1, Yi+ pi. for iE[O, k-l]; 
PFAk: PFA(T, Yk+& for direct action, 
+ .a& -vk ri 
PFA(Z + E., Yk + pk Wkpk) for reduce( 2 + E); 
PFAk+ 1: PFA(W+pk+f$k+l, W+pk+r.pk+l). 
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nucleus no 
pfa 0 
. pl Wl a1 nucleus nl 
. 
.*..e..r..................,...... 
. a-1 Wk.1 Ok-l nucleus nk-1 
. 
. 
. 
. 
Yk: 
AmION 
wheretheterminationACI'ICN 
pfa k-l 
nucleus nk 
has one the two following forms 
l-direct action 24ndirect action 
reduce or direct shift reduce-gorindirect 
wk wk 
. . 
. . 
T.' 
pfa k 
2.' 
shift 
pfa k 
. *+l __ Bk+l pfa k+l _a& (or e) 
0 0 
left-spelling = 7~ T(Hi) left-spelling = 7c T(Hij 
k+l k 
Fig. 14. 
For each product of pfai we get the same left-hand part if we change one pfai by 
another one belonging to the same PFAL For each PFA we can define R(PFA) as 
the regular set of all right-hand wcrds of pfa elements, a set which can be derived 
from a left-linear grammar in an obvious way. The left-spelling is the common 
PFAi for i E [k, O] 
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type 1 type 2 
Zl.al Zl.al 
Z2.a2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ZZ.a2 
. . . . . . . . . . ...0.. 
.an+l 
zo Ro Zl . . m zn zoR0z1..Fuxh 
left-spelling = T(p) left-spelling = T(w) 
rightword=anan-l..IJ right-word = an+1 an . . B 
base =Zn base = Zn ->.an+l 
objective = Y -> p.ZOB objective = Y -> y.ZOB 
type3 
W 
zo m Zl . . Ro zn 
left-spelling = T(p) 
rightword = 13 
base = W -> p.B 
objective = W -> w.B 
Fig. 15. 
We extend R(PFA) and left-spelling, in short ‘Is’, in a natural way to the products 
R(n PFAi) = n R(PFAi), ls(n PFAi) = n ls(PFAi). 
It can be verified immediately that the regular set of words in the modified right-hand 
parts of the consistent product PFAlPFA2 coincides with R(PFA1) R(PFA2). We 
say that a consistent product of PFA’s is viable if the left-spelling is the transpose 
of a viable prefix of the LRO’s collection Cj. On the viable products, which can be 
derived from a left-grammar by use of S’s and dpref, we obtain R(acti, n, Cj) as 
the set of 
R(n PFAi) = n FAi), 
where n PFAi is a viable product. 
We can now summarize the proof of oints. 
( 1) The underlying nondeterministic automaton for (action, n, Cj) 
exactly reads hr( R (act i, n, Cj)) on all viable products n FAi where the objects are 
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the quadruples of articles (we can skip the action code). 0 is the initial article 
constructed as explained above* Af is the final one: (S’+ @, dir, I, S’+ @), where 
we see the end of the algorithm on the look automaton as 
dt[(S’+ ((S.)), dir, 1, S’+ ((.S))),))] = [S-,((S))., dir, 1, S’+ ((.S))], 
w+w)L dir, 1, S’4W)) Clp r, K 0, S’+ W))), 
(-, ((, 0, S’+ ((.)) Clp (S’+ @, dir, 1, S’+ @). 
It is easy to verify that we 
- defined the initial PFA correctly; 
- correctly simulated a PFAi (dt, Clc and the flag) by reading exactly hr( R( PFA1’)) 
because correct progress is assured in the PFA by the use of dt and Clc on the 
triples (context-component, {dir or q}, prefix-component) and because the flag 
allows getting out of the PFA at the right moment; 
- passed from a PFAi to another one which can follow in a viable product by the 
use of dpref (Clp). 
(2) The algorithm can also be seen as a sequential machine where: 
I the first component is a context information on T, 
- the second one is a prefix information on N u T, 
- the transitions are E/E for Clc, a/e for dt and E/V for Clp, 
_ the states are the quadruples. 
The first part is a subset construction on the firs& component with numbering of the 
articles, and the construction of crc and drp on the numbered articles. If Cj is a 
collection of elements Ajl after the first subset construction, then, for w belonging 
to KCOCj, the transposes of all p such that w/p is read on the underlying 
nondeterm!nistic sequential machine between q0 and Value( Ajl) = qr are on drp- 
crc(Ai Ajl, AO), where Ajl is the initial state and A0 the final one. 
(3) The rest comes from the well-known technique of deterministically merging 
n automata, where we use a unique code for all shifts. 
(4) When the algorithm succeeds for all LRO( V) it is easy to prove that the 
grammar is LRR for the regular partition obtained by the refinement of all regular 
partitions obtained on LRO( V). 
ata 
It is indeed a tradition to present Knuth-LR(k) as a subset construction on the 
p.fi, u) where u E T*k, but we chose to present it on the objects ( W+ 
n order to avoid disturbing the logicians, we will modify 
one line of the subset construction: 
Cj = Collect( Glosure( d (0, 
ere the function ‘Collect is to unify + LG.& Li in W + p.p, u Li. Collections 
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that have been transformed in this way will be called unified collections. We have 
chosen for this point of view because this way is positive and enables us to rapidly 
obtain easy matrix equations on LRO, allowing for an evaluation of the copies 
induced on the LR(k). A summary of the above will be given in Proposition 3.1 
below. Further, in Section 3.4, we will give an automaton for direct LRk( V) 
production analogous to the one we have presented for LRO( V). 
3.1. 
We introduce new sets of dotted rules: RDk designates the set of ( 
where W + p.p E RDO and L E 9( T*k). The map ‘Core’ is defined on URD~, as 
usual: 
Core(( W+ p$), L) = ( W-, p.pj. 
When we restrict this mapping to RDk, we denote this as Corek RNk, the set of 
nuclei of degree k, is the set of pairs (ni, L) where ni E RNO. When there is a 
possibility of confusion with the nuclei of degree 0, the nuclei of range k are denoted 
k-ni. The set of closure rules of degree k is defined in the same way. On RDk we 
detine the map ‘Ck’ by Ck(( W+ p$), L) = L. Hence, we have k-ni = 
[Core( k-ni), Ck( k-d)]. If we extend Core and Ck on the collections of RDk, we 
consider a collection as a couple of one-column matrices, e.g., 
3.2. 
We define, for each k, a map PHIk on N x N to 9( T*k) as 
PHIk(U, V)={WE T*kIU& Vuand w~Firstk(u)}. 
rm 
PHIk can easily be designed in the following way: If, for each W + VP E P and for 
each w E Firstk(B j, we estabiish a transition V +I” -VW w, then we get an automaton on 
N. PHIk( U, V) are all the k-prefixes we can obtain during a reading from V to U. 
We obviously have to change the transition system if we change the k For instance, 
for GO and for k = 1 we get 
and 
PHIl(S, F) = PHIl(S, T) = {E, +, *}. 
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The use of PHIk is to collect the context on the internal lanes between the closure 
rules and the nuclei in a collection LR( k). 
If we define the relation PSI by 
VPSI U iff U-, @and&e 
which is represented on every PHIk automaton by the e-transition system, then 
U PSI+ U is a sufficient condition for ambiguity (circularity). For PHI1 we get 
aEPHIl(U, V) iff [VPSI” Wand WGWl and U RO* Wl]. 
3.3. 
3.3.1. Results and applications 
ltion 3.1. (a) Knuth-LR( k) is identified with 
where dk is the union of two disjoint functions dsk and dgk: 
dskN( w+ P-W. 0, Xl = (( w’+ px.P), L), 
dgk[(( W+p.Xp), L), Xl]= ((Z+ X1+1, M)IX RO* Zand 
M = PHIk(X, 2) +k Firstk(P) +k L}, 
where the collections are unified as explained above. 
(b) For two un$ed and numbered collections of k-nuclei, where nr designates the 
k-nuclei of Ni, u E { 1, p}, and nJ designates the k-nuclei of Nj, v E { 1, n}, we have 
Nj=dk(Ni, Xl) iff 
dO(Core( Ni), X 1) = Core( Nj), 
Ck( Nj) = Mj,i Ck( Ni), 
is the (n xp)-matrix (a:) with at defined in the following way: 
$Core(nj’) = dsO(Core( ny), Xl), 
Ik( T, 2) +k Firstk(P) if Core(nJ) E dgO[Core(ny), Xl] 
where Core( nr) : Z + X 1 .delta and 
a Core(ny): W++.Tfl, 
otherwise. 
union and concatenation limited to k characters. 
re the nuclei are numbered, 
ws: e spelli on t 
Ck(p) = 1 . . . n)= i ,j-1 forj ranging [n, 13 
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WlL%? j_ 1 is (a i) as defined above. Further, we then have 
C~tek-~(N’)=((N’,Ck(~)) for~ldO+(NO,&= N’], 
where NO is the initial collection of the LRO, and Corek- 1 associates with N’ the 
copies of the LR( k) whose core is N’. 
(4 LRk( V) is in bijection with the partition’s elements of the equivalence =k defined 
Statements (b), (c), and 
LR( k) copies from LR(0) 
production. 
z. /.12 and Ck(pl) = Ck(p2). 
(d) have the advantage of giving a direct equation of the 
onwards and of defining the condirio 
We defer the proof of these propositions to the end of this b _ tion. We will now 
illustrate applications of them with the following examples. 
(A) For Proposition 3.1(a): For the grammar 
S’ + (VW, S+xV+Wd, 
V-, VaIaIX, W+ Wb(alX3 
x-, t, 
where PHI1 is given (as illustrated irl Fig. 16) by 
PHIl( V, X) = PHIl( V, V) = {E, aj, PHIl(S, S) = {E}, 
PHIl( W, X) = PHIl( W, W) = {E, b}, 
Fig. 16. 
the LR(l) automaton is obtained as shown in Fig. 17. 
For instance, for the transition 4 + 5, we get 
dgk([(S+ xe vc, ON), t) = (X + t*, Ia, 21) 
Il( V, X) = (E, a} and Firstl(c) = (c) and, of course, 
)={E, ld) and Fi&tl(d)={d} and dgO((S+x. 
The two k-nuclei which have the same core are unified in 
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V -> V.a,(a,c 
I T 
Fig. 17. 
We get an immediate evaluation if we take, for all nuclei, 
Ck(nj’) =U (8: +k Ck(nr)), 
where the ai are defined as in Proposition 3.1(b) as we will explain now by the 
following example. 
) For Propositions 3.1(b), (c), and (d): For the grammar 
si + ((S)), 
we extract from the LRO the co-accessibles of state 2, as illustrated in Fig. 18. 
or an evaluatio of the LR( 1) copies of state 2, we have the regular set of prefixes 
f we construct t e matrices, we get, f<jr 
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12 A --> a.Abb 
13 B --> a.b 
14 A --> a.bb 
I 21 B --> ab. 22 A --> ab.b I 
Fig. 18. 
For Ml,* and I’WI,O we obtain respectively 
11 12 13 14 01 
11 W 0 0 0 11 {al 
12 0 W 0 0 12 {al 
13 W 0 0 0 13 M 
14 0 {b) 0 0 14 {a) 
If we realize that (A&J2 = M1,l, we find two possible answers for Cl(p), namely 
~2*1~*,O and ~2,1~l*IW,o; that is 
01 01 
21 {bj 21 {al 
Cl(/A) =22 {b} Cl(p2) = 22 {a} 
with p 1 E {a “b 1 n > 1) and ~2 = ab. Finally, the two copies of state 2 on the LRl are 
B+ ab. ,{b} B + ab. ,(a) 
and 
A + ab.b,,jb j A + ab.b,{a j 
Note that, for the cycle MC = ( 
p different situations 2 9 
Ic, il), we have to take the 
3.3.2. Examination of a conflicting state 
often saturate 
aturally calls1 for a 
. (i) A language of P( T*k) is k-saturated if it contains words of length 
k or ends with )); 
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(ii) a matrix is k-saturated if its elements are 8 or k-saturated languages; 
(iii) CO is the map that associates, with each k-saturated (n x p)-matrix 
the one-column matrix where A’i = U Ai, j. 
The frontier Front is defined as follows: for p/do+ (NO, CL) = N’ and p : NO = 
Nil Ni2 . . . Nin = N’, 
Frontk(p) =. Frontk( Nil . . . Nin) = I 
such that Ck(Ni2.. . Nin) is k-saturated and Ck( Nil + 1 . . . Nin) is not k-saturated. 
Then we have 
for j ranging [n, Frontk(p) + 11. 
) A direct path between centers is a path of which the spelling is composed 
of centers at the edges, and of states that are not centers inbetween. For the grammars 
where there is just one direct path between one production center and the other, 
we can establish the matrix between the production centers because the intermediate 
states only shift the rule without changing the contexts. 
(C) Furthermore, for the evaluation of a conflicting situation, we need another 
matrix, denoted Depk and constructed in the following way: 
- a line is opened for each action, the shifts being gathered on the same line; 
_ the columns match the nuclei of the collection. 
For each action its dependence on the nuclei concerned is expressed. More precisely, 
for column u, corresponding to the nucleus nu W+ p.X@, we have the following 
three cases: 
(1) For the shift line: 
(a) direct connection X = a E T, one takes Firstk(@); 
(b) indirect connection X E N and Xl E T 2 + .Xlp 1 with X RO* 2, one 
takes 
1~1) +k PHIk(X, Z) +k Firstk(P) 
(2) 
(3) 
where a: is the union of all words obtained and p) otherwise. 
reduce line Z+ E., XE N with X RO* 2, one takes 
(p) and fl otherwise. 
+ p) (Xp = E), one takes {E} and 0 otherwise. 
uct is then defined by C’k(p) = 
ill be illustrate 
of state 6 for con icting shift reduce, we extract from the 
the co-accessibles of state 6 as illustrated in Pig. 19. States 1, 3, and 5 are centers 
and there is just one direct path between them; the schematical situation for 6 is 
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1 
71 I --> $(LP.) 
72 LI --> L1.J I 
I L 
7§ 
1 44 I --> $.,$ 1 
1 
61 I --) w. 
62 I --> $.(LI) I L-t 53 I --> $.($ 64 I --> $.)$ 65 I --) $.A 
Fig. 19. 
given in Fig. 20. To examine state 6 with k = 1 we have as matrix Depl: 
and as 
matrix 
61 62 63 64 65 
shift 0 10 10 01 {,I 
reduce {E} 0 0 0 0 
matrix products the tree of Fig. 21 where the matrices N are the condensed 
products between centers. The matrix products are aborted as scan as they 
are saturated. Hence, we have two different C’k(y )‘s 
shift ,( ) 
reduce J) 
6 
hg. 20. 
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/ 
5 Ikpl Ms,s N5,s = 
/ 
s- 5-I Depl M6,S N5,1 
\ 
\ f 
1 Depl M6,S Ns,s N3,l = 
3 
\ 
Fig. 21. 
The previous example implies that the state is neither LALR(1) nor LR(l), it is 
not LR(k) at all, but LRR as proven in one output list given in Appendix E. 
and 
shift ,( ) 
reduce ,) 
3.4, Algorithm 3: k pre& automata 
As for the LRO, we can construct an algorithm for the determination of LRk( V) 
by use of a transition function drk on the k-nuclei augmented with the new dotted 
rule S’+@.,L as follows: 
( 
( W-, Gi% L) ifpf~, 
drk[ ( W + pX./3, L), X] = {(Z+~l.Y@l, M)I Y RO* Wand 
M = L +k PHIk( Y, W) +k Firstk@‘r)} otherwise 
for all ni belonging to Nk, except for the following case: 
drk[(S’+ ((.S)), L), ((1 = (S’+ @., L). 
If we simultaneously make the subset construction for the ra nuclei of RN(V), 
we obtain the p, states of L k( V) as illustrated for GO for RN(T) in Fig. 22. 
e initial collection consists of triples 
as soon as we have obtained the same set of indices for etch rule as 
before and have k-saturated languages. (If a collection satisfies these two conditions, 
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--> S.+T, 13,Ll = 
S' --> c<.S n, 23, L2 = {+/>>}, L3 = {+/*/>>I 
F --> (.S), 23 
S --> S+.T, 13 
it is a k-equidistributed collection.) For a k-equidistributed collection such as 
42f: W+ al.Xl~l, {il . . . a}, 
. 
. 
. 
I 23, L2 = c+m,L3 = (+/*/)I( 
Fig. 22. 
Lr, . . . L: 
W+ an.Xnfin, {il . . . il}, LyI . . . I$, 
we call the m differents k-tuples 
Ik(Cfj = {[(ii, I$,), (i2, L&j.. . (ii, Lfijjj 
k-indicators. Further, by k-INDICATO we denote the mapping which associates, 
with the initial collection, the m different collections represented by the k-indicators. 
N( T), we have as k-indicators 
e anticipate the proof of our third algorith 
two copies of 
S+T. and T+T.*F 
B. Seite' 
The two copies of 
S+S+T and T+T*F 
are 
s + s + T, {+/>)I s-, s+ T, (+I)) 
and 
T + T* F, (+/*/))) T+ l?=F, (+/*I)) 
As before, we call the automaton. obtained in the way as described above Autkpref- 
restricted and the automaton produced by the same algorithm is called Autkpref, 
where the notion of ‘equidistributed’ is restricted to 
S’+@, {il,. . , il}, Lil,. . . , Ii/. 
As for the matrices we can adapt this to the scanning of a conflict in an obvious 
way. For instance, considering the following grammar: 
S + aS 1 aAZ2c 1 aBZ2 1 bA 1 bB, 
A+ c; B+ cb, 
The analysis for k = 1 of the conflict A+ c. (R 1) and B -, c.b (S) results in Fig. 23. 
Here, ((a%, and ((a*bc are two elements of the partition of the stack; one being 
l-impure, the other’one being LR( 1). 
53: s 4 ~42zk, 1, Hi = {b) ’ 
s4: s -> a.BZ2, 2, S = {b) 
5%: S -) h A “en, 1% !?I = (e! I 
S6: S -> b.B, 2, S = Ibl 1 
537: S-> a.S 
Fig. 
I SlO:S-> a.S , 12,Rl={g),S={b} sll:s-> <<.S >>,lB,Rl={>>},S={b) I 
I s12: s4-> ,R1. ={>>}, S ={b} I 
23. 
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LRk( V) = k-INDICATO utkpref-restricted( 
(Autkpref(RN( V))) 
of. For a final collection Cf of Autkpref(RN( V)), where the k-indicator is 
il}, {Lil, Li2.. . Liz}, we have that (i 1, . . . , it} O-indicator of 
AutOpref(RN( V)) on collection C’f, e.g., an element of L ). If we define 
Ck( ni, r) for r E Kni as follows: if W + p.p designates ni, then 
Ck(niJ)={wE T*klS’ 2 SWx rm_ Q.@xand w~Firsrk(x)andT=+}, 
then, by induction, we get that Liu = Ck( niu, r) for all r belonging to T(KCOCf), 
and u~[l, I]. Cl 
Hence, Algorithm 3 produces the partition of U Kni on the equivalence zk on 
the Cf, and therefore determines LRk( V) according to Proposition 3.1. As a 
conclusion to the proof, we make the same comment now for Autkpref-restricted 
as we made for AutOpref-restricted in Section 1. 
3.5. Proof of Proposition 3.1 
(a): From the definitions we can identify the initial states of LRO and of LR(k). 
The two states are denoted NO. As for LRO we define a new closure Clk on the 
nuclei onto the closure rules in order to suppress the superfluous &uth clcsures. 
The definition is as follows: 
0 ifXEr 
Clk( W + p.Xp, L) = {(Z++l,M)IXRO*Z,M=PHIk(X,Z) 
+ k Firstk(P) + k L). otherwise. 
l&nq thP K~~th_rlncm-e nraress \,re net fer 9 rkdn that star, 1.“. *.*v s c.1 VlVVYIV y.vvv b”,, 1”s u “fifiU..A l IIU, 
c d-q-3 ta nrid-lmlc cil ” a u .ruv.vuo, 
W -) p.XOpO, a0 KC1 XO+.Xlpl, al a 1 E Firstk(POaO), 
X0+ .Xlpl, al KC1 Xl + .X2p2, a2 a2c Firstk(Plaf), 
Xn-2+.Xn-1@2-l,an -lKCI 3-l+.Xn@,an an E Firstk(pn - 1an - I), 
where sn belongs to 
Firstk@n - lpn -2 =. . PI) +k irstk(PO) +k { -1 
but Firstk@n - 1. . . pl) is included in 
-I)+ irst 
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From the definitton of PHIk(X, 2) it immediately appears that, for all 2 such 
that X RO* 2 all the 2 + .cy, b where b belongs to PHIk(X, 2) +k Firstk@) +k L, 
are in the KCl* of ( W+ p.Xj3, L). Hence, Knuth-closure( Ci) = Clk( Ci) for all 
collections of k-nuclei. 
If we suppress the &-transitions of
NDFA[RDk v, dsk u Clk, ((S’+ ((.S))), bh ((S’+ KS))), WI, 
we get NDFA[RNk, V, dsk u dgk, . . .] and, finally, the DFA dk-01.  .]. 
(b): Statement (a) of Proposition 3.1 leads us to observe that dgk( Ci) n dsk( Ci) = 
0 for all collections of k-nuclei (same remark as for ds0 and dg0). From the definitions 
of ds0, dg0, dsk dgk we immediately obtain 
dgk(ni, X) = nj * dgO(Core(ni), X) = Core(nj), 
dsk(ni, X) = nj _ dsO(Core(ni), X) = Core( nj) 
if dk( Ni, X) = Nj. We examine the unified collection Nj: 
- if the nucleus nv is shifted from nu E Ni to dsk( nu, X) = nv, we have Ck( nv) = 
Ck( nu); 
- if the nucleus no is generated from nul, nu2, . . . , nup in Ni, we have Ck( no) = 
U Ck(dgk(nul, X)) for 1 E (1,. . . ,p}; hence, U (a:’ +k Ck(nu1))). As 0 +kE=& 
we have, for all nv, 
Ck(nv)=U (a: +k Ck(nu)). 
Hence, Ck( Nj) = Mj,iCk( %3).( 1). 
Now, for a state MrO which is different from the initial state of LRO, let us call 
Ncl, Nc2,. . . , Ncn the states of some core on LR(k). The definitions will show a 
well-known fact, which is that, for any p/do+ (NO, p) = NlrO, there is one and 
only one Nci such that dk+ (NO, 11) = Nci on the LR( k). All the p such that 
dk + (NO, p) = Ncj verify that dO+ (NO, p) = NZrO on the LRO. 
By recurrence on the length of p we obtain from (1) that if dk+ (NO, p) = Ncj 
(where the spelling of p is NONil Ni2 . . . Nin = Ncj on the LR(k) and 
ON’il N’i2.. . N’in = NlrO on the LRO), then 
Ck(Ncj)=n ,i_l forj ranging [at, 11, 
is evaluated on the N’ij on the LRO. Consequently, {Ck( Ncj)} coincides 
erefore, we indeed obtain Corek- 1( NlrO) = 
onstration, one immediately concludes that the set 
y joining the condition Ck(p1) = 
ere 
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switch(type-article){ 
caseprefixe: 
awitch(type-prefixe){ 
case stable: 
Sl = dpref(Sj) /* just one in this case */ 
create((",left-label(Sj),.,Sl,.),i) 
break; 
default: 
for each Sl belonging to dpref(Sj) 
/* If Z is the left non terxUz3l of Sj *I 
prefix-free-ascent(Z,Sl,i) 
endfor 
break; 
case contexte: 
lendswitch type-prefixe 
switch(type-contexte){ 
case completely-dead: 
create((',left-label(§j),O,Sj,.),i) 
break; 
/* we use the second component o keep the stack transition */ 
casehalf-dead: 
/* If 2 is the left non terminal of the context-component*/ 
prefix-free-ascent(Z,Sj,i) 
break; 
case alive: 
switch(type-reading){ 
case direct: 
/* If the context-component is Z --> ~20 *:j, 
switch(X){ 
case terminal: 
break; 
case non terminal: 
If x T=> e 
create((Z -> uX.B,dir,.,.,.),i) 
endif 
create((Z --> p.XB,qo,.,.,.),i) 
/* where qo is the initial state of the regular cover of X */ 
/* In fact it's better to wait the transitions to put the article 
in cover mode */ 
break; 
}endswitch 
default: 
.r'* the article is in indirect reading mode 
(Z --> C(*IB,q,.,.,. ) ou I E N et q one state of Rcover(1) */ 
If q is a final state of Rcover(1) 
create((Z --> uI.B,dir,.,.,.),i) 
endif 
}endswitch 
)endswitch type-contexte 
)endswitch type-article 
/* 2nd of mticle-closure */ 
prefix-free-ascent(Z,Sl,i): 
/* We suppose Sl to have the form of W --> p.Tfl */ 
IfZ=T 
create((W --> wT.B,dir,l,W --) v.TB,.),i) 
endif 
/* the flag indicates that we begin to read the context of the prefix-comu3nerlt 
*/ 
For each Y --> Zl31 belonging to G / T l?D Y 
create((Y --> Z,M,dir,O,W --> u.TB,.),i) 
endfor 
/* end of prefix-free-ascent */ 
The function ‘create’ checks whether the article is in the stack or not, and updates 
internal Reverse. 
Initial List : unmarked Bi 
while there exist an unmarked article Bj :An,action 
mark it 
For each Bl belonging to Reverse(Bj) 
/* Bl : Al,action */ 
switch(type-Al){ 
case prefixe: 
add-if-necessary (Al,action) marked 
break; 
case contexte: 
add-if-necessary (Al,action) unmarked 
}endswitch 
endfor 
endwhile 
stack-successor({Bj),v) 
For each B,j 
/* Bj: An,action 
switchttype-Aj){ 
case contexte: 
break; 
case prefixe: 
If the second component of An not equal to v 
break; 
endif 
For each Al belonging to ReversetAn) 
add-if-necessary (Al,action) 
endfor 
}endswitch 
endfor 
ix over-closure@, ty 
initial list : (v,type) unmarked 
while there exist au unmarked (v&q.=) 
mark it 
for each grammatical occurence of v compatible with (v,type) on the access&.&s.. 
rules from I 
/* e.g W -> ~~v.xX10 */ 
If XXlB = e add-if-necessary (W,A) 
If X E N et X ?- --> e add-if-necessary(Xl,type') 
endfor 
endwhile 
n ‘add-if-necessary’ a merging of types is performed if necessary. 
cover-Succ({w,type,I}) 
For each element of {w,type,I} :(v,type) 
tical occurence of v compatible with (v,type) on the accessibles 
switch(X){ 
case terminal: 
add-if-necessary (X,type') (type' is N if Y E N ,T if Y E 
and ] if YI3 = _e.) 
break; 
case non terminal: 
add-if-necessary all (w,type') in First(X). 
1 
endfor 
endfor 
In ‘add-if-necessary’ a merging of types is performed if necessary. 
ppendix mar from exa 
GRAMEiAR Rbus 
0) s’ -> << P >> 
1) P -> s 
2) P -> P ; s 
3) s -> AS 
4) S -> J 
5) S -> ID : S 
6) AS -B ID = E 
'7) AS -> ID eq SE 
8) J -> if R then goto ID 
9) R -> E = E 
10) R -> SE eq SE 
11) E -> E + T 
12) E -> E - T 
13) E -> T 
14) T -> T * F 
15) T -> F 
16) F -> ( E 1 
17) F -> ID 
18) F -> CS 
19) SE -> SE + ST 
20) SE -> ST 
21) ST -> ST * SF 
22) ST -> SF 
23) SF -> SF - SG 
24) SF -> SG 
25) SG -> ( SE 1 
26) SG -> ID 
27) SG -> CS 
28) ID -> ID L 
29) ID -> L 
30) CS -> CS DI 
31) CS -) DI 
32) L -$ a 
33) L -> b 
34) DI -> 0 
35) DI -> 1 
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T 
e&ion 
grammar where “# ” stands for ” I’: one no 
135 
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6) I -> # ) # 
7) I -> # ) # 
ANALYS1sFmvARIABLE 
LRO variable # no: 002 
I -> # _!LI 1 
I->#_( x 
I->#(#_ 
I->#_)# 
I->#_,# 
shift ( ) , 
reduce 5 
INADEQUATE 
slr look reduce 005: , 1 >> 
ACf?ONS C0DE 
shirt 0 
red5 1 
Nm LALR(1) 
Articles : 120 
Collections : 12 
spaceused : 6OObytes 
FUFBLmK 
MINIMIZATICM lMKAU'IQ&YlWtype 2 
** Ax stands for action x ** 
** Refer to the codes $1: 
9 w ( 1 > 
> 
LuCOl 2 A0 3 Al 
Lxxx)2 4 2 Al 5 
Lxxx)3 Al A0 Al Al 
WC04 2 4 A0 3 Al 
I.DCO5 A0 Al A0 A0 
E-2. A trivial grammar, neither XLR nor R(h)LRO nor LAR(h), with arbitrary reading 
of stack 
-> << s >> 
1) S->dS 
2) s -> a Ta 
3) S -> b T b 
4) S -> a U b 
5) S ->bUa 
6) T -2 a T a 
7) U->aUa 
&) T -> c 
VARIABLEC 
c nor 000 
T->c_ 
IJ -; c _ 
shift 
reduce 89 
I 
sls look p- .0008: ab 
009: a b 
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Articles : 40 
Collections : 3 
spaceused : 200 bytes 
IMPURE m --- STACK NMT PAGE 
STACK AVI0MA'KBJ NO SO0 (LOOK OOLLEXXIoN AOOl) 
Articles : 12 
Collections : 2 
Spaceused : 36 bytes 
PURE STACK 
ST= AU'lDMA'lDN NO SO1 (LDUK (xILLM;TION AOOZ) 
Articles : 12 
Collections : 2 
Spaceused : 36 bytes 
PURE STACK 
MINIMIZATION lMK i% STACK AU'IDMATA type 2 
** Ax stands for action x && Sx for Stack Automaton x ** 
** Refer to the codes ** 
STU<dabc> 
< > 
Look 
LwOl 2 Sl 
L&x02 2 Sl so 
Stack 
SOCOl 1 A0 Al 
Stack 
SlCOl 1 Al A0 
E.3. A simple LR(1) grammar not accessible by previous metb Js limited to a look 
examination and a very compact solution 
GRAMMARRULE 
0) s' -> << s >> 
l)S->xWa 
2) 9 ->yWb 
3)S->zWr 
4)S->xv 
5) s -> yV 
6) S -> z V 
7)s.>uUXd 
8)S->uUYE 
9)W->uxc 
10) v -> U Y d 
113 u -> ut 
12) u -> s 
13) x -> t u x P 
14) x -> t 
15)Y+tUYu 
16) Y -> t 
17) E -> a 
18) E -> b 
19) E -> c 
20) E -> v 
21) c -> c 
22) c -> w 
23) C -> 
24) P -> 
ANALYSIS FDRVARIABLEt 
LROcmLEm1oNs: 
MO variable t no: 000 
U->ut 
X->t_UXP 
x - -;: t 
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Y -> t _UYu 
Y->t_ 
shift s 
reduce 11 14 16 
INADEQUATE 
slr look reduce 011: t 
slrlookreduce014: abrdcw 
slrlookreduce016: abudcv 
ACTIONS CODE 
red 11 0 
shift 1 
red 14 2 
red 16 3 
NUT LALRW 
Articles : 83 
Collections : 5 
spaceused : 415 bytes 7 moK 
STACK A-W No ( LLXx CXILLECI’ION A001 )
Articles : 4 
Collections : 1 
Spaceused : 12 bytes 
PURE STACK 
STACK AUTOMATON NO SO1 (m (IOLLECTION AOOZ) 
Articles : 4 
Collections : 1 
Spaceused : 12 bytes 
PURE STACK 
STACK AUTOMATON NO SO2 (Lxx3K CDLL,E%XION A0031 
Articles : 6 
Collections : 1 
Spaceused : 18 bytes 
FURE STACK 
MINIMIZATIW ID0X && STACK AUTOMATA type 2 
** Ax stands for action x &?c Sx for Stack Automaton x ** 
** Refer to the codes ** 
SWVUXYECP<xayb 
< 
Look 
mo1 so Sl 
mCo2 A2 A2 
Stack 
SOCOl A2 
Stack 
SlCOl A2 
Stack 
S2COl A3 A3 
tscvw> 
> 
Look 
LDCOl A0 Al 2 A3 A2 
LACOZ A3 
Stack 
WC01 
Stack 
SlCOl 
Stack 
S2COl 
z r u d 
A2 A3 S2 
A2 
A3 
A3 
A3 A2 
2) S -> AB 
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3)A->aAbb 
4) A -> a b b 
5) B -> a B b 
6) B -> a b 
7) C -> Ca 
8) C -> a 
LB0 variable b no: 004 
A->ab_b 
B->ab 
shift b- 
reduce 6 
INADEQUATE 
slr look reduce 006: a b >> 
Si VALUE 
SO A -> a b _ b 
Sl B -> a b _ 
S2 A -> a _ b b 
S3 B -> a b 
s4 s' ->'<‘T _s >> 
S5 A->a_Abb 
S6 B -> a B b 
s7 SD->@_ 
ACTIONS CODE 
shift 0 
red 6 1 
Nm LALwl) 
= CQLLECl'ION O: A000 
no context or * var 
OOS->B_CB 
OlA->ab_b 
02B->aB_b 
03 B -> a b _ 
04 * a 
05 - b 
red 6 a 
TRANSITIONS: 
b --> 1 
WUX couM;TTION NO: AOOi 
no context or Ic var 
OOS->B_CB 
01 S -> A _ B 
02A->aA bb 
03 A -> a b b 
04B->aB_b 
05B->aBb_ 
06 51 a 
07 - a 
08 - b 
TRANSITIONS: 
a --> 2 
b --> 3 
LXX)K ~'yluEcT1ON O: A002 
no context or * var 
OOS->B_CB 
01 S -> B C __B 
02 S -> A _ B 
shift b 
TRANSITIONS: 
a --> 4 
m CCU.JXTION NO: A003 
no context or * var 
ooS+B_CB 
01 A -> a A b _..b 
02B->aB__b 
03B->aBb_ 
dpref 
s2 
s3 
s4 s5 
S4 S6 
s7 
s4 s5 
S4 S6 
read tv f pref ac internal Reverse 
dir OS4 1 4, 
dir 1su 0 
dir lS6 1 4, 
dir 1Sl 1 
OS3 1 5, 
OS1 1 3, 
read tv f pref ac internal 
dir OS4 1 7, 
dir OS4 0 6, 
dir lS5 0 6, 
dir 1so 0 
dir lS6 1 7, 
dir lS6 1 
OS2 0 8, 
OS6 1 5, 
OS0 0 3, 
Reverse 
read 
a 
dir 
a 
read tv f pref ac internal Reverse 
dir OS4 1 4, 
dir IS5 0 
dir lS6 1 4, 
dir is6 1 
tv f pref ac internal Reverse 
IOS4 1 
OS4 1 0, 
[OS4 0 
140 
04 - a 
red 6 a 
TRANSITIONS: 
b --> 5 
LOUX OOLLEC'TION O: A004 
no context or * var 
00 S -> B C B 
OlS->BC_B 
02S-BBC-B 
03 S -> A _ B 
TRANSITIONS: 
a --> 4 
b --> 6 
UXX CC&LECTIoN O: A005 
no context or c var 
OOS->B_CB 
01 S -> A B 
02A->aA bb 
03A->aAbb_ 
04 B -> a B b 
85R->aBb_ 
06 * a 
07 w a 
TRANSITIONS: 
a --> 2 
b --> 3 
UXX cmJLEcTIoN No: A006 
no context or * var 
00 s' -> << s _ >> 
01 s' -> << s >> 
02 S -> B C % 
03S->BCB_ 
04 S -> A B 
05 S -> A i 
TRANSITIONS:- 
IMPURE 
b --> 6 
>> 
MULTIACTIONS 
Articles : 41 
Collections : 7 
B. Seite’ 
OS6 1 
read tv f pref ac 
kr 
]OS4 1 
OS4 1 
a [OS4 1 
a [OS4 0 
read tv f pref ac 
dir OS4 1 
dir OS4 0 
dir lS5 0 
dir lS5 0 
dir lS6 1 
dir lS6 1 
OS5 0 
OS6 1 
read tv f pref ac 
dir lS4 0 
dir lS4 1 
b 1os4 1 
dir OS4 1 
b 1os4 0 
dir OS4 0 
Spaceused : 205 bytes 
IMPuRELmK --- STACK NEXT PAGE 
STACK Au'lDMAW No SO0 (LXXX CQLLECTION A0061 
STACK CXXUCTIOEJ No: BOO0 
no A . . . . . . action 
000 AOOl,Ol 0 
001 AOO1.06 0 
002 AOO2,02 0 
003 AOO4,03 0 
004 AOO5,Ol 0 
005 AOO5,06 0 
N6 AOO6,OO 0 
007 AOO6,OQ 0 
008 AOO6,05 0 
009 AOOl,OO ; 
010 AOOl,O? 1 
011 AOO2,OO 1 
912 AOO2,Ol 1 
013 AOO4,OO 1 
G14 A004,Ol 1 
015 AOO4,02 1 
016 AOO5,OO 1 
017 AOO5,07 1 
018 AOO6,Ol 1 
019 AOO6,02 1 
3, 
internal Reverse 
0, 
internal Reverse 
7, 
6, 
6, 
7, 
3, 
5, 
internal Reverse 
c 
3, 
3, 
2, 
4, 
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020 AOO6,03 1 
TRANSITIONS: 
a --) 1 
STACK oQLLECTION O: BOO1 
no A . . . . . . action 
000 AOOl,O2 0 
001 AOOl,OS 0 
002 AOO1,08 0 
003 AOO3,Ol 0 
004 AOO5,02 0 
005 AOO5,03 0 
006 AOO5,06 0 
007 AOOO,O2 1 
008 AOOO,O4 1 
009 AOOl,O5 1 
010 AOO3,02 1 
011 AOO3,04 1 
012 AOO5,05 1 
shift b 
TRANSITIONS: 
a --> 2 
STACK oOLLEXXION O: BOO2 
no A...,.. action 
000 AOOl,?.,: C 
001 AOO1,06 0 
002 AOOl,O8 0 
003 AOO3,Ol 0 
004 AOO5,02 0 
005 AOO5,03 0 
006 AOO5,06 0 
007 AOOO,O5 1 
008 AOO1,04 1 
009 AOOl,O7 1 
010 AOO3,03 1 
011 AOO5,04 1 
012 AOO5,07 1 
TRANSITIONS: 
a --> 1 
b --> 3 
STACK COLLJX?I'ION O: BOO3 
no A . . . . . . action 
000 AOOO,Ol 0 
001 AOO1,03 0 
002 AOOO,O3 1 
TRANSITIONS: 
IMPURE 
@! 
MULTIACI'IONS 
Articles : 50 
Collections : 4 
Spaceused : 150 bytes 
IMPURE --SORRY--STOP 
ind on y.0utput.c the non-L (1) states; 
141 
a value less than 
independent production of decision automata. by 
142 B. Seite’ 
- insertion in y.tab.c of these automata as well as a new function hr. 
lrr is used when yydeffjystate] s YYFLAG and the call looks like 
yyn = lrr(yystate, yyps, & yys[ 11). 
yyn is the number of reduction chosen or 0. 
A new ‘goto yyreduce’ allows to transfer control of reduction processing if yyn > 0. 
- A new yylexl( ) allows for bufferizatio 
- stack reading is easily implemented because of yycheck[ 1. 
NJ.: This scheme supposes that one gives up disambiguity rules to recover shift 
actions in yypact and yyact. 
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